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0. Introduction.

This report describes the programming facility developed at the

hybrid computer of the Technícal University of Delft (TUD). The report

is written by drs. W.J.H, van Groenendaal but the routines mentioned and

the patching used are developed in close co-operation with ir. M. de

Aruyn of the Hybrid Computer Centre of the Technical University of

Delft.

The report consists out of four sections. Section one contains a

short introduction on hybrid programmínR and the hybrid computer includ-

ing a definition of the components available for calculation. These

components are used to define a patching for two relations which are

used to obtain least squares estimates for models for whích they fit. It

is further analysed in which way the use of the hybrid computer can

influence the estimation results.

In section two a number of possible díscrete and continuous

models are given which can be estimated using the patching outlined in

section one.

in sectton three some applications are given and section four contains a

number of concluding remarks.



I. Hybrid Optimization

I.1. The computer configuration used.

A traditional digital computer reduces a problem ínto a sequence

of bytes and this implies that a digital computer is a sequentíally

working computer. In more advanced digital computers the first elements

of parallel computation are introduced which means that several calcul-

ations can be performed at the same time. This seems revolutionary from
a iisers point of view but it is not. It is not because one of the first
computers, the analog computer, is also a parallel workinK computer.

On an universal~) analog computer a problem is converted into an

electrical network which is called the patching of the prohlem. Wíthin
this network quantities are represented by voltages which can vary
continuously. In thís way a problem like a simultaneous model can be
simulated at once without the necessity of special simulation algorith-
ems. Because of this property an analog computer is a parallel proces-
sor.

If one combines a dígital and an analog computer by means uf an
interface, whích enahles communication between the two computers, one
gets a hybrid computer. On a hybríd computer one can use the features of
both computers. it is also possible to combine several analoQ computers
into one larger analoQ computer which is called slaving. The capacity of
this combination is equal to the sum of the capacities of the analog
computers combined.

The analog computer used in this study is the AD4 ~ 1 of the TUD
which is combíned with a PDP 11~45 into a hybrid computer.

~) Universal hecause there also exist special purpose analog computers.
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T.~. A short Tntroductíon inCo Nyhrid Programmíng.

Fiecause of the differences between the two types of computers

which are combined ínto a hybrid computer, programming has to be per-

formed carefully. It is beyond the scope of this report [o explain in

detail the ins and outs of hybrid programming and only those aspects

which are necessary for the understanding of the next paragraphs are

reported here.

Scalíng

The first aspect of interest is the necessity of scalíng. Be-
cause the quantities of a problem implemented on an analog computer are
represented by voltages they are limited to a certain range. ([-100
volt, 100 voltl)
This range is refered to as the machine range and is set equal to [-

I,1]. Also the variables one wants to simulate or calculate are within a

certain range which in general is not equal to the machine range. There-

fore it will be necessary to transform the model varíables into machine

variables. How this can be done will be illustrated by the following

example.

Suppose one wants to implement the linear model

(i.2.1) Y(t) - aH -i alxl(t) t a2x2(t), t E[t~, tl]

The ranges of the model variables y(t), xl(t) and x2(t) on [t~, tl] are

known~) so one can calculate y, xl and x2 which are the maximum values

of respectively y(t) , xl(t) and x2(t) on [t~, tl]. The transfor-
mation into the machine range of the model (I) can be performed by

rewritting model (I.2.1) into

(T.2.2) Y~(t)Y - aH ~- alxlxi(t) f a2x2x2(t), tE [t~, t~] .

~) Otherwise one has to deduce an upper- and lowerbound.
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I.3. Summary of the components.

In this sectíon the components with which one can design the

physical representation of a model will be shortly introduced.

(i) Coefficient units. These units perform multiplication with a con-

stant end are symbolized in the design of a patching by

The range of coefficients is (-1.6384, 1.6384) or (0,3.276R).

N
(ii) Summers. A summer makes a linear combination U- E U and íts

design symbol is

-U

The summer has two possible output siRnals tu and -u. The range is ~-
1,11.

fiii) InteQrators. An integrator integrates the differential equation

dU(t) N
dt - E Ui(t), U(t~) - UOi-1

which leads to

N t
u(t) - uo f s~(1 ui(t)dt, Uo - u(to).

i-1 0
The symbol used in designs is

U~

-U

The ranRe of an integrator ís also f-l,lj and every integrator can also

be used as a summer.
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(iv) Track-store.

-Y

A track store has three possible outputs

track: y - f x
store: y is constant from the moment i t is store made
IC : y - IC.

It is clear that the track-store unit opens the possíbility for storing

the value of a variable for one or more time units within a patching.

This can he used when simulatin~; difference equations totally on the

analog computer of for the simulation of mixed difference-differential

equations.

(v) DAC's. The ~íigital to analoQ converter (DAC) makes it possible to

convert a digitally represented figure into an electrical signal. The

symbol is

(vi) nGP. The output of a sianmerlintegrator can be displayed on the

memoscope by using the display facility. The symbol is

Y
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I.4. The Appltcation of the Data.

There are two aspects of interest ín the applícation of the

data. One aspect is the technical aspect of how the data are transformed

into an electrical signal of a certain voltage and the second aspect is

how the data are made continuous.

The first aspect is only of technical interest. The data are

applied to the interface where the digitally represented figure is

converted into an electrical signal hy means of the digital to analog

converter (DAC).

The second aspect is of more interest. Here we will only treat

the technical aspect. The data available are always discrete end because

the parallel processor is working in continuous machine time one has to

choose some form of continuous data. This is done by linear interpolat-

ion. The discrete values z(r) and z(T-1) of a variable z(t) are applied
to two dífferent DAC's. Using a convex combination

(1-h(6))z(T) t h(6)z(i-1) wíth h(6) a linear function which is zero if

6- T and one if 9- r-1 one gets the desired result. The function h(6)

is called the saw-tooth generator.

From what follows in the next sections it will become clear that

the fact that the computer is working in continuous time does not ímply

that the models used have to be continuous too. If, like in our case,

optimization is performed on sampled daia also discrete interpretations

are possible.

The way the data are interpolated does also have no influence on

the optimization result. The same result can by achieved if the data are

applied as piece-wise constant functions. In both cases it is only

necessary that the sampling takes place at those points in machine time
that correspond to i and t-1.
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I.S. Definition of the patching.

Wlth the use of thr ~omponentti defined in tiecti~in I.3 a pntchín~; was

defined for optimization of the forms

(I.5.1) y(t) - aiv(t) f aZz~(t) f a0 t e(t)

and

(I.5.2) dyát) - Yy(t) t aiv(t) f a2z~(t) f a0 t e(t)

with z~(t) the solu[ion of

dz (t)

dt - ~`i(z(t) - z~ (t)); i - 1,...,5.
i

~i

This Pntching is given in figure (I.5.1). The restrictions are, a. E R}~
a0, Y E R, al E R4 and a2 E Rb.

From the patching we see that not all variables are applíed
through a pair of DAC's. This is because the number of DAC's is limited
to 16. Sylwestrowicz concluded from this that only eight variahles could
be converted into a continuous signal (Sylwestrowicz (1979) p~iY,. 27).

However a solution for tliis problem is found in the use of coefficient
units to simulate a DAC. In this way DAC's are no lonKer a restriction
on the number of variables which can be transferred to the analog compu-
ter.

The patchinQ (fig. I.5.1.) contains the possibility of dísplay
for all variables applied using display 1 to 10. On display 0 one gets
the result for the endogenous variable.
In case of model (I.5.1) coefficient unit 250 is equal to zero and 252
equal to one. In case of model (I.5.2) the opposite is set. On dísplay-
line 12, the data are available. Because the user has the possihility to
dísplay several variables at once the fit on displayline 0 and the data
can be compared. Within the patching also the difference, the squared
difference and the integral of the squared differeiice are calculated.
This gives the opportuníty to mínimize
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T
S(0) - J (Y(t) - Y(6:t))Zdt

0

with 9(t) the linear interpolation of the data, instead of

N
S(8) - E (Y(id) - Y(9;id))2.

i-1

with d the samplíng period.
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I.Fi. Parameter Estimation.

~lur ,iim is to determ(ne "veilueti ~il parameters that kovern Lhe.

dynamic and~or non-linear behaviour of the process under study, assuming
that the structure of the process is well known." (Eykhoff (1974), pag.

8) In this report two processes are under study

(I.6.la) Y(t) - g~ t gi x~(t) t S~ x(t) f e(t) ~)

with

dxi~ (t)
(I.6.lb) dt-- - ai(xi(t) - xia.(t)); i- 1,-..,p

i

and

(I.h.2a) ddtt) - aY(t) ~- sp f gix~(t) f g2x(t) f e(t)

wíth

dxi~ (t)

(I.F,.2b) --at -- - ui(xi(t) - xía.(t)): i - 1,...,P~
B~ '- `l; a E R : S} -(Bl},...,Pl~i) c Rp. SZ -(BZI,---,~~ ) E Rq

q
x~(t) - (xla ( t),...,Xp~ (t)) c- ~tl', x(t) - (xp}1(t),...,x~q(t)) ~ ~tq.

1 p

in both cases the least squares criterion was chosen to formulate the
identification problem. In first instance it is regarded as a pure
optimization problem. Assumptions with respect to the error process
E(t) transforms the optimization problem into an estimatíon problem. In
a number of cases the estimates have desirable properties. The criterion
functíon is

( Lfi.3) S(6) - (y~(t) - Y)T(y~(6) - Y)

with e-(S~, B1, a, 62)E R2p }q}1 or 6-(a, sp, 8}, a, s~l E R2i, Fqf?

the vector of parameters, y, 9 E RN, y the vector of observations and 9

~) For the moment possible dead-time delays are neglected.
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[he vector of sampled simulation results ob[ained from the model

(I.6.4a) Y(t) - B~ f Blx~(t) f g2x(t)
dxi~ (t) ~

(i.6.4b) - dti - - ai(xi(t) - xi~ (t)): i - I,...,P
i

or from the model

(I.6.5a) dátt) - ay(t) } SO t glx~(t) f g2x(t)
dxi~ (t) ~

(I.6.56) dt-- ai(xi(t) - xi~ (t)); i- 1,...,P
i

A problem is that even when the ai's are known we don`t know xi~ (t)

because xi(t) is only known over a limited period. It is assumedithat

xi~ (t~) - 0 with t~ outsíde the optimization periodw Let tl be the

startin~ point of the optimization period, if the ai's are "small"

compared to (tl-t~) the effect of this initialization can be neQlected.

In practice two or three data periods appeared to be enouRh.

With the assumption xi~ (t~) - 0 it is now possible to obtain

optimization results with respect to the vector of parameters. It is

immedtate that S(B) is minimized if (BO' ~1' ~' S2) -(s0' sl' ~'
(a, ~~, S1, a. SZ) -(B~, 61. ~, BZ)).

SZ) or

There is however one more problem. Aecause of the nature of the

analoQ computer the sampled results are corrupted by random noise. The

effects of this noise on the optimization results are roughly analyzed

in the next section.

~) For a description of the optímization procedure see Sylwestrowícz
1979.
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I.7. ~ptimizatíon in a hybrid environment.

Because of the nature of the analog computer the sampled results

are corrupted with random noise. This noise is a result of [he physical

design of the analoR computer and will influence the result of the

minimization of the object func[ion S(6). The nature of thís influence

is subject of this paragraph. In fírst instance the simple model

(I.7.la) y(t) - a~ -F alz~(t) f a2v(t) f e(t)

dz (t)
(I.7.lb) át a(z(t) - z~(t))

wíll be analyzed. The least squares result is

(I.7.2a) y(t) - a~ f alz~(t) ~- a2v(t)

dz'(t)
(I.7.2b) át - a(z(t) - zA(t))

The analoR implementation of thiti Yorm i~an he re~~reti~~nted hv

Z,-t O0
Fig. I.7.1

6

For a description of the symbols used see section I.3.
Because of the physical noise not the value z(t) but a stochastic vari-
able Z(t) is the resul[ of the digital to analo~; conversion. The same ts

true for v(t).
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Also the coefficíent units are corrupted with noise. What we are inter-

ested in at this point is in what way the noise influences the optimiza-

tion results. It is therefore assumed that it can be represented as

w(t) ~ Y(t) f u~(t) ~`)

z~(t) - 2~(t) f ul(t)
v(t) - v(t) t u2(t)
y(t) - z~(t) f v(t)

With respect to the noise variables ul(t) and ~2(t) it is assumed that

they are erqodic, i.e. the ensemble and time moments are the same. It is

also assumed that

E{ui(t)} - 0 and E{ui(t), uj(t)} - Si~au
i

i,j - 0,1,2.

where di~ is the kronecker delta. The coefficients can be represented by

a~(t) - a0 f n~(t)

al(t) - al f nl(t)

a2(t) - a2 f rlZ(t)

and wtth respect to the noise process the same assumptions are made, the

processes are ergodic and independent.

The implemented form can be described by

(I.7.3a) y(t) - a~(t) f al(t)z~(t) f a2(t)v(t)

dz~( t)
(I.7.3b) u(z(t) - z~(t))dt

and introduction of the assumptions in (I.7.3a) leads to

y(t)-(a~fn~(t))f(alfnl(t))(z~(t)tvl(t))t(a2tnZ(t))(v(t)tv2(t))-u~(t)

~) Apart from the noise of the preceedínR summers etc. an extra compli-
cation here is the noise of the parameter which cannot be distínquish-
ed from the noise of the inteRrator.
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Y(t)-a~falz~(t)fa~v(t)fn~(t)fnl(t)z~(t)fn~(t)~(t)talul(t)ta2u2(t)

fnl(t)ul(t)}n2(t)u2(t)-u~(c)

y(t)-y(t)~-n0(t)tnl(t)z~(t)fn2(t)v(r)falul(t)fa2u2(t)fnl(t)ul(t)f

n2(t)u2(t)-u~(t)

From this it is clear that the sampled values are corrup[ed with

noise and with its use the influence on the criterion function can be

analysed. Let tl, t2,...,tN be the sample points. Introduction of the

sequence y(tl),...,y(tN) in criterion function S(8) instead of 9 leads
to

N
(I.7.5) E [{(a~a~)f(al-al)z~(ti)fal(z~(ti)-z~(ti))f(a2-a2)v(ti)}2 f

1-1

{e(ti)fu~(tí)fn~(ti)fnl(ti)z~(ti)tn2(ti)~(tl)}alul(ti)ta2v,(tí)

-tnl(ti)u~(ti)fn2(ti)u2(tí)}2-2{a~-a~)t(al-a~)z~(tí)tal(z~(ti)-

z~(tí))(a2-a2)v(ti)}{e(ti)-u~(ti)t(n~(ti)tnl(ti)z~(ti)

fn2(ti)v(ti))f(alul(ti)}a2u2(ti))-~(nl(ti)u~(ti)fn2(tí)u2(tí))}

If it is assumed that F,{E(ti)uh(tj)} - 0; h- ~,1,2;

E{e(ti)nk(t~)} - 0, k- ~,1,2 and E{uh(ti)nk(t~)} - 0, h- 0,1,2, k-
0,1,2; i,j - 1,...,N and expectations are taken one Qets

N ., ,. ,.
(I.7.6) E{S(0)} - E {{(ao-a~)f(al-al)z~(ti)fal(z~(ti)-z~((ti))

i-1

(a -a )v(t )}2fa2ta2ta2 ta2 z"(t )2ta2 v(t )2}IX2a2 t~2a2
2 2 í E u n~ nl a i n2 i t u~ 2 u2

Formula (I.7.6) shows that we may expect a positive deviation of the
hybrid sum of squares compared wíth the di~ital sum of squares which
would be obtained on a diQital computer. Thís sum of squares consists
out of the first two terms of (I.7.6) i.e.
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N „ ,. ..
F{S(A)} - E ~{(a0-a0)f(al-a~)z~(ti)fal(z~(ti)-z~(ti))f

i-1

(a2-a2)v(ti)}2 f aÉ .

A difficulty is that the positive bias depends on the parameters. How-

ever from the desiRn of the analoR computer we know that a ~ 0.003

and o ~ 0.003, i- O,1,2.v
ni

Becausé the data are in the ranRe [-l,lj and the parameters in the ran~e
[-1,5, 1,5j the positive bias is dominated by

N
(I.7.7) E a2 fa2 ta2 z"(t )2ta2 v(t )2i-a2a2 ta2a2

i-1 u0 n0 nl u i n2 i 1 ul 2 u2

~ (0.003)2~N~(ltlfltlt2.25f2.25)

~ (0.003)2~N~R.S - 76,5~N~lÓ 6

In Reneral [he positive bias will be dominated by

(0.003)2~N~(2f3.25(Pf9))

A trivial lowerbound is zero.

Generalization of model (I.7.1) is easily established

y(t) - aiv(t) t a2z~(t) f e(t)
(I.7.R) dz~ (t)

dt - - ai(zi(t) - z~ (t))
i

i - 1,...,P

y(t) E R, al -(a10, a~l,...,alq) E- g9t1~ v(t) -(l,v,(t)....,vq(t)) E
Rqfl, a2 -(a21~...,a2p) E RP; z~(t) -(z~ (t),...,z~ (t)) E Rp,

E(t) c R. 1 P
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The implemented model is

w(t) - a~(t)Tv(t) f a2(t)Tz~(t)

(i.7.9) dz~ (t)
-dC-- - ai(zi(t) - z~ ( t)) i - 1,...,P

it ís assumed that

ali(t) - ali t nli(t), i-(1,...,9

a2i(t) - aZi f n2i(t). i- 1,....P

where the n-processes are erQOdic and independent .3nd

w(t) - Y(t) f u0(t)
~i(t) - vi(t) f ui(t): i - 1,...,Q

z~ (t) - z~ (t) f uvi(t): i- 1,-~.,P
i i

with the same assumptions for the u-processes as for the n-processes

except for u~~ which is zero. (al, a2, a) represents the desíred L.S-

result. Introduction of the assumptions in (I.7.9) leads to

(I.7.10)

Y(t) -(alfnl(t))T(v(t)ful(t)) f(a2fn2(t))T(z~(t) f u2(t)) t u~

y(t) - aiv(t)fa2z~(t)tnl(t)Tv(t)tn~(t)Tz~(t)falul(t)fa2u2(t)

t nl(t)TUl(t) f nZ(t)TUz(t) f uo

Introduction of the sampled output y(ti), i - 1,...,N instead of 9(ti)
in the criterion function leads to

N
(I.7.11) S(9) - {iEl(al-al, a2-a2)T{Z~~ifa2(z~-z~)ifei-V~i-

(nl.n2)i~i~~i-(al,a2)T{u~~i-(nl,n2)i{PZ~i}2
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The time índex ti is omited for notatíonal conveníence.

With the same additional assumptíon with respect to the noise

processes as were made in the two variable case (independency) the bias

is also a strai~ht forward generalization.

E{S(9)} - E~{(al-a~, a2-a2)T~Z ~ f a2(z~-z~)i}2
a

T T„ „ T T „ T
t oÉ t an f an vi f on z~ f ai on t a2 vn

0 1 2 1 2

where a2 - (a2 , a2 ..,a2 ) etc.
~1 n01 n02~~ nlq

In our application the larqest value for (pfq) is six and N- 30

so the positive bias is dominated by

(0.003)2~30~(2f3.25~6) ~ 12~1Ó 4

which is neQligible.

Another model is the differentíal equation model

dá~t) - g y(t) f a0 f alz~(t) t a2v(t) f e(t)

dz~(t)
dt - u(z(t) f za(t))

The least squares result is represented by

dáCt) - B Y(t) f a0 f alz~(t) t a2v(t)

dz~(t) „
-dt- - a (z(t) - z~(t))
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The analog representation of (2) is
~,, ~

z

P
i

The interpretation of the variables is the same as for fig. (I.7.2). The

noise structure ís slighly different.

Apart from the processes distínguished in the preceeding section it is

necessary to add (ltn3(t)), (Stn4(t)) and y(t) - y(t)fu3(t).

It is difficult to analyse this problem in the same way as the former,

but we have seen that the error on y(t) was only small although we used

the maximum error per component as an upperbound. From this we may

expect that the total error due to machine noise in y(t) will be small

although it will be larger than in the last section.

Two remarks should be made. First the bias is presumably larger because

our analyses neglects the noise on the analog to digital conversion of

the data. Second, the maximum error used is most likely much smaller. It

depends on the tuning of the analog computer. If it is optimally tuned

the total error on a signal after passing through all Fi4 integrators is

smaller [han .003.

TakinQ these two remarks into account it still should be clear that,

although we don't have exact figures, the bias on the criterium function

will be posi[ive hut small.
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II. Possible Interpretations of the Models

(I.l. Contlnuous Data

The data continuousation of section ( 2.3) was necessary for
application of data to the analoR computer.
Here an economic interpretation for continuous models is Riven.

The data available are discrete and there are Aenerally two
possibilities with respect to the way they are published. One is as the
integral of a flow variable ( f.i. consumption) over the time unit used
(month, year). The other possibility is as instantanuous variable (rate
of intrest) measured at a point of time. However most data used here,
even i f they are in principle instantanuous like prices, can be treated
in the same way as flow variables because they are based on series of
readinKs between t-1 and t. The increases are based on

N ~ Nj

xt - ~ ~ (xjt-lfi -xjt-Ifi-1),xjt-Ifi-1
j-1 Nj j-0 N, N, N,

J J J
where M is the number of different goods in the basket for x and Nj the
number of readin~s for Roods of category j. (see CBS 1976)

Because of [his most of the macro economic variables used here can be

treated as flow variables. For these variables we have available

f x(9) d6 - xt. This can be rewrit[en as
t-1

t

xt - xt-1 ( 1 f f X(e)ae)
t-1or t

~ loq (xt) - loR (1 ~- f x(0)d9)
t-1

In this report discrete and continuous models are studied. For discrete
models the way the data we made continuous is of no intrest because the

maQnitude used at a point in computer time is equívalent to the value of
the integral of the flow variable. For continuous models such a point in

computer time is equivalent to sampling the flow or a transformation of
it. We don't have data on the flow and to obtain an economically accept-
able interpretation we have to make a simplifyinq assumption. It is
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assumed that t~e- ~rowth rate for year t is equal to z(r) at t-}. In

symbols z(T) - tX t-1 for T- 2.
t-1

In case of linear Qrowth this assumptton is exact but in all other cases

we íntroduce an error. However this assumption makes it possible to use

all the functional forms Qiven in section (II.4). In this way we have

"constructed" instantanuous data for flow variables i.e, x(r) is an

observation on x(t).
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II.2. Adaptive expectations

sis is

(II.2.1)

The continuous formulation of the adaptive expecta[íons hypothe-

~
dy (t) - B(Y(t) - Y~Ct))~ B E R}dt

~ ~
Y (0) - Y~

In this formulation y(t) and y~(t) are defined in levels.
A natural assumption is the consistency axiom which states: "... that
the expectations formed at time t for the same time t must equal the
actual value prevailing at that time". ( Burmeister and Turnovsky

(1976j). They showed that the only condition under which ( 1) can be
~

justified if one discards the weak consistency axiom which implies y(t)
- Y(t)-

However most formulations are not in levels but in rate of

changes. This means there are two possibilities with respect to the

consistency axiom. The first one is with respect to the levels and the

second one with respect to the rate of changes. This last possibility

requires the forecast of the current rate of change to be equal to the

actual rate of change. As is shown by Burmeister and Turnovsky the

assumption on the rates of changes implies the assumption on the levels
~

but not vice versa. For this reason the assumption y(t) - y(t) is
~

called the weak consistency axiom and y(t) - y(t) the strong consist-

ency axiom. It can further be shown that under the assumptions

~
y (t) - y(t) and ,~ finite,

the continuous adaptive expectations hypothesis

~
d'áct) - a(~(t) - y~`(t))

(II.2.z)
~ ~

Y ( 0) - Y~

does make sense. The dots will be omited from now on.
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The discrete version oE the adaptíve expectations hypothesis is, that

~ ~ ~
xT - xT-1 - Y(xt - xi-1), Y (0,1). T- 1,2,3,...,

(II.2.3)
~

x~ - v

There are many possible choices for y(t) to generate a solution which

implies~)

~ ~y (T) - xT, t - 0,1,2,...

In case of linear interpolation of xT the solution is

a :- -log (1-Y)

and

f t [t] i fY(t) :- log(1-Y)L(1-Y) x~ t lEO ( 1-Y) ix[t]fl-i - x[t]-i

(log(1-Y)~((1-tf)x[t]-i } tf x[tltl-í)} ; t E R

t t-1 i
Y(t) :- log(1 y) }(1-Y) x~ f iEO (1-Y) }xtfl-i-xt-i-

(log(1-Y))~xt-i} ; t E N

Here [t] is the entier of t and tf - t-[t]. What is needed is x~, xl,

x2,... . This y(t) is in general not continuous.

~) The solution used here is suQgested by Prof. L.R..J. Westermann. For a
more general treatment see Westermann [1980].
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LI.3. Discrete interpretations

Model ( I.5.1) is formulated in continuous time. In this section
it will be shown that also results for díscrete models, which are mostly

used in applied econometrics, can be obtained by hybrid optimization. If
one samples from the implemented model the sample results can also be

interpreted in discrete time. The continuity of the physical repre-

sentation is now meaning less and only the values at the sample points

T- 1,2,...,N are of interest. Some of these possible interpretations

are reported here.

Linear Models

With the assumption ai - 0, i- 1,...,p model ( I.5.1) reduces to

Y(t) - ai v(t-~)

Y(t) F- R: a(t) E Rqfl; v(t-a) -(1, vl(t-al),...,v(t-aq)): ai a 0,

i- 1,...,p. If the least squares solution is sampled at T- 1,...,N

this solution is "near"~~) the OLS result for

T(II.3.l) YT - al xT-a } ur; u7 i.i.d.

yT~ u~ E R, al ~ Rqfl T
' XT-a - (1, X 1T-al'...sXqT-Áq) .

~t )

In this way also all kinds of other discrete models which can be

reduced to OLS by means of a transformation can be obtained. The trans-

formation of the data can be performed digitally and the transformed

data are then applied to the hybrid computer. In this way consistent

estimates for a number of "traditional" econometric models can be ob-

tained.

~) The scaling factors are disreqarded here, taking them into account
would only complicate the notation.
~~) This "near" was subject of the last paragraph.
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F.xpectations models

In his book "Distríbuted LaQs" Dhrymes (1981j describes a proce-

dure to estimate

(Ii.3.2)

~
yt - aD f alxt f ut; ut N(O,a ); t- 1,...,T

~ ~ ~
(xt - xt-1) - a(xt - xt)

by first rewrittínQ

t-1 m
a E(1-a)ixt-i - a E(1-a)lxt-1} a(1-a)t E(1-a)lxt-i

i-0 i-0 i-0
t-1

- a E (1-a)lxt-i } a(1-a)tSD
1-0

where sD is the truncation remínder. Introduction of thíti in (II.'1.2a)
leads to

[-i
(II.3.3) Yt - aD f gDa(1-a)t f ala E(1-a)lxt-i } ut; t- 1,...,T

i-o
~ ~

IE it is assumed that xD -() :;nd xI - xI the matrix of observations can

easily be formed. I3ecause a E(0,1) the term (3Da(1-a)t can be neQlecked

for t larQe.

The solution used here is sliQhtly different. Ry startin~ at i--n,
~ ~r )

n N and with the assumptions x-n - x-n, x-(~1) - 0 and Spa(1-a)n ~ 0~

the relation chanQes into

(II.3.4) yt
t-1

- a0 t aIa E(1-a)lxt-i } ut; t- 1,...,T
i-0

~ ~
The assumption x-(~I) - 0 can easily be replaced by x-(~I) - a~ which

~
leads to xl - xI f(1-a)a.
Starting from

~) If necessary the term RD (I-a)t-}n could be introduced in the patchinR
by usíng the track store.
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(iI.3.5)

P ~,
yt - ap f E aj xjt

j-1

(xjt
~

- xit): j - 1,...,p.

and wíth straight foreward generalisations of the assumptions made for

[he one variable case one can get

(II.3.6) Yt - ap f
p t-1
E aj E ~`j xjt-i } utj-1 i-0

~
The relation between the solution for x,t and the representation used in

3~)the patching is given in section (II.2).

One can also use the sampled signals from the solution of the

dífferential euqation

~
dx (t) -~(x(t) - x~(t)) a E R}

(II.3.7)
dt

~ ut; utE N(p,o2), t -

~
- x~t-1) - a~(xit

~ ~
x ( 0) - xp

as a form of discre[e expectations although the

clear as in the adaptive expectations case. The

T N.

Relatton (II.3.5) is easily widened to

(II.3.8) y t - ap f
P ~ q
E ajxjt } E Sh Zht } ut

j- I h- i

Here zht can also be a delayed variable.

interpretation is not as
~ ~

solution is x - x (T);
T

~) If necessary the solution of (x~ - xt-1) ~ (xt - xt-1) can also be
implemented on the patchboard by using the track store.
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II.4. Continuous Interpretations

Linear Models

The first model is

P
(II.4.1) Y(t) - aD f E aixi(t) t e(t)

i-1

with E{e(t)} - ~, E{E(t), e(s)} - dtaa2

The data for t E N are either ínstan[aneous varíables or the assumption

of section (II.I) is applied.

The Phillips form

In 1954 and 1958 A.W. Phillips published two articles on a model

containinE relations of the form~)

P ,~ 9
y(t) - aD f E a) x~(t) -F E Bhzh(t) t e(t); t [O,Tj

(II.4.2) ~ i-1 h-1
dx (t) ~
- d--~t - a)(x)(t) - xj(t)): l- 1,...,P

~
x~(0) - x~~

It is immediate that there is a relation between this form and the form

(II.3.5). The only difference is with respect to the assumption on the

data. The assumption here is the same as for the previous model.

Differential Forms

The first model considered is

(II.4.2) dy(t) - Yy(t) t SzT([) f u(t)

~) The model introduced by Phillips was non stochastic.
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with Y E R and S E Rq fixed coefficients, y(t) E R the endogenous vari-

able and z(t) E Rq the vector of exogenous variables which we regard as
~

continuous functions of time. The unobservable random variable u(t) is

considered to satisfy u(t) - d~át) with ~(t) an additive white noise

process with uncorrelated increments.

The solution of (II.4.2) is

(II.4.3) Y(t) - Y(0)eYt f J eY(t-6)BTz(0)d6 - f eY(t-6)d~(B).
0 0

By substracting eóyy(t-ó), wíth d the time unit, and change of variable

in the integrals one obtains

d d
(II.4.4) y(t) - y(t-d)eYó -~- J eyeSTz(t-6)d(6) t J eYed~(t-9)

0 0

and by defining y7 - y(Td), T E 7, one gets the exact discrete analogue.
The observations of system (II.5.2) will satisfy

(II.4.5) Y7 - yr-ó eYd f J eYe BTz(Td-0)d6 f J eye d~(ró-6)
ó ó

0 0

The problem which remains is the treatment of the exogenous variables

z(t). Because they are not simple functions of time it is necessary to

approximate the second term in the righthand side of the exact discrete

analoge. This can be done by approximating it by a quadratíc in

9 for 6 E[O,ël i.e. z(ró-6) - a82fb6fc (see Gandolfo (1981) pg. 77-79

or Phillips (1976)).

Introduction in (II.4.5) leads to

2
(II.4.6) YT - YT-1

eY t E eizT-i } wri-0

with

eG - ~(It1ïY)c t ~ B
el -~(-2fY2)c f 1 f~Y B

e2 - ~(1-~Y)c - ' BW
c - E Yk[(kt3)!1 -1

(Gandolfo pag. 81)

~) For other assumptions on the exogenous variables see Sargan [1976j.
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This model can by used for estimation if eye is neglected in the error

term.
An obvious disadvantaQe for practical calculations is that the

riRhthand side contains Yt-1~ zt~ zt-1' zt-2 which may Qive rise to

multicollinearity.

If model (II.4.4) contains flow variables we have to inteQrate

over the unit time interval which leads to

(II.4.7) á j y(6)dB - eYd 1 t d t
S j y(9-d)d0 f j eY6 j gTz(S-6)dád6

t-a t-a e t-s
t s

t á j j eye d~(d-6)ds
t-d 0

t d
In the literature the error term is approximated by j j d~(d-9)dd.
(BerRstrám and Wymer (1976), Gandolfo (1981) pg. 10~-1Q4). It can be
shown that this can be written as (1 t.268L)e with e uncorrelated.T 7
From this it is clear that for Elow variables one obtains an equation
with an autocorrelated error term. If we define yT - á~-Sy(e)d6 and use

the same approxima[ion for z(t) as u~ed above, we obtain

or
( II.4.F3)

2
yT - eYd yT-d } E eí zT-i }(1f.268L)eT

i-0
~ yd ~ 2 ~

yT - e yT-S } E ei zT-i f ET with
i-0

x~ - x~ - .268x~ f (.268)2x0 - (.268)3x
T T T-1 T-2 7-3

From all this it is clear that estimation of the parameters of model
(II.5.2) is rather complicated and only estimates for approximate models
can be obtained. It should also be noticed that the [heory sta[ed above
is exactly the same for multívariate models and is treated as such in
the references mentioned. The reason for the treatment of model (II.4.7)
like this is that what follows, althouRh implemented for the univariate
case, can easily be applied to multivariate models. Or stated ín another
way, only the computer ímplementation has to be adjusted not the theory.
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With the use of the analoR part of the hybrid compu[er it is

possible to implement model (II.4.2) in its oriRinal form and to simul-

ate it over the sample period. The problem is to obtain the data as

continuous functions of time. This is performed by using linear interpo-

lation between the data points available (see section I.4). Aecause the

results of the stmulation are only sampled at those points in time for

which data are available one can Ret parameter estimates by minimizin~

an appropriate criterion function.
n " 2

The criterion taken here is the least squares criterion E(Yi - yi)
where 9i is obtaíned by integratin~ dYát) over time andiuse this result

in the righthand side of (II.5.2). As a startinR point we use y~. From

this it is clear what the implications of parallel calculations are, it

means that we have available at the same time the time derivative of

y(t) and y(t) itself and are able to use them to define one another.

The problem which remains is the treatment of flow variables.

One possible solution is already ~iven in section (II.I) where it was

assumed that the observations y(i) can be treated as observations at a

point in time. This means that the problem reduces to the problem stated

above. Another possible interpretation is that the linear (or some

other) interpolation is re~arded as an approximation to the true func-

tion of the variable.

if we abstract from the simularity between model (II.4.7) which

parameters have to be estimated and the computer model there is a third

interpretation possible. InteQration of the model means that we have at

i 7.

(II.4.9) YT - Y YT } STzo } ~T ~)

and simultanuous integration of y(r) to obtain y~ means that, using the
T

least squares criterion, estimates for Y and g can be obtained. Outside

the discrete sample points the continuous machine model doesn't have an

interpretation.

~ 0 ~ .~) Y--~ : ~ y( ehd and vi - y(T ); this last variable í s ofcourse not
measur.i~le. yT - I~ u( i- E3 l~ie .
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Ry introducin~ y(t-d) in relation (iT.4.?) the model c~hanQes
into a mixed difference-differential equation. With respect to thls kínd
of models there i s however no theory on the estimation problem. Even
from a pure mathematical point of vfew there are prohlems to be solved.
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III. Applications

III.1. Practical calculations

In the case of a standard linear model statistical theory gives

criteria like the t-statistic or the F-statistic to determíne whether an

element (or a subset of elements) of the vector of parameters is in

maqnitude significantly different from a certain value (mostly zero). In

a number of cases mentioned before one can make probebalistic assumpt-

ions which imply that the least squares criterion used leads to estima-

tes of the parameters with desirable and known properties. For other

models mentioned before this theory is less or not developed (and it is

beyond the scope of this report to do so). This implies it is not poss-

ible to distinRuish between parameter values. However because of the

stochastic nature of the criterion function a"natural" and minimal

requirement for the elements of the vector of parameters can be derived.

sation
Introduction of data for yi and yi in (I.7.1w1) leads to a reali-
of S( 6) for a given vector of parameters g, Repeated sampling

realisations yij; i - 1,...,N, j - 1,...,M. Intro-of yi yields a set
duction in the sum

of

of
S(9)1,...,5(8)M. This

squares leads to a sequence of realisations

sequence is used to calculate

s(a) - M E s(e)i and oS -~1 E(s(e)i - s(e)) ~
i-1 i-1

Respectively the mean and the variance of the sequence.

The mean is used as estimate for (I.6.3).

The sensitivity of the calculated vector of parameters induced
by the stochastic nature of the sum of squares can now be estimated,
This is done by varying one by one the elements of the vector of para-
meters and calculatinq those values 01L - 6i - d16i and 6iR - Ai } dZ01
for which

S'(...,6iL,...) - S(9) - 2aS

S(...,9iR,...) - S(8) t 2oS
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The interval i81L' e1R) can be used to distinghuish between parameter

values. It is impossible to distínguish between the parameter values in

the interval ~eiL' eiR) and if 0 ~eiL' eiR) the corresponding variable

was rejected as explanatory variable.

Given the 'optimal' outcome of the optimization procedure one
can calculate ei - yi - yi, i- 1,...,N.~) Now one can obtain

2 - 2
R2SIN - 1- e 2 and R2COS --~2 ,

Y Y

e, y, y RN and . the Euclidian norm. R2SIN and R2COS are used as
measures of correlation.
If N

R2SIN - R2COS and E ei - 0
i-1

the resul[ is equal to the OLS result.

~) It would be more precise to calculate ei also M times and then cal-
culate the mean.
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III.2. Some applicatíons

(i) Comparison with OLS.

The model estimated is the import equation from the model devel-

oped on the hybrid computer (see v. Groenendaal (1981)). It states that

the imports (M) depend on total demand (VA), the relative príce (PM-PA),

and stocks (NA).

The results are

VA PM-PA 4NA C

OLS 1.265 - .351 2.677 -.323 R2 - .986
t: 8.831 -3.565 7.950 -.357
H.S~`) 1.223 - .337 3.256 .015 R2COS - .966
LHS 1.219 - .362 3.056 -.235 R2SIN - .977
RHS 1.240 - .312 3.306 .265

~) H.S. means hybrid simulation. (LHS, RHS) is the interval for which

the object function does not change significantly.

The results for hybrid simulation are obtained by one run of the pro-
~

gram. Using the t-value we see that all values obtained by hybrid

simulation are in the 2Q-interval of the OLS coefficíents. In table

(II.2.1) the results per year are shown.

~) In a number of cases the results could be improved by a second run
using the result of the first run as a starting point.
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The results are

TABLE IIi.2.l.

YEAR DATA OLS HS 1-2 1-3

1954 24.016 22.829 22.b23 1.187 1.393

55 8.689 10.712 11.070 -2.~32 -2.381
56 13.934 8.927 9.040 5,007 4.894
57 2.880 3.750 4,178 - ,869 -1.297
58 -5.885 -4.457 -3.843 -1.42R -2.042
59 13.498 11.118 10.950 2.380 3.403

1960 16.899 19.200 19.378 -2.301 -2.479
61 7.540 6.284 7.098 1.256 .443
62 5.7~i1 5.333 5.410 .407 .331
63 0.567 8.535 8.398 1.032 1.169
64 15.942 17.940 17.893 -1.998 -1.950
65 5.635 8,668 8.323 -3.033 -2.688
66 6.009 5.366 5.413 .643 .596
67 6.490 8.033 7.835 -1.543 -1.345
68 12.722 12.406 12.075 .317 .647
69 15.453 14.752 .4.933 .702 .521

1970 15.738 13.127 12.900 2.612 2.838
71 5.990 5.315 5.938 .675 ,053
72 5.224 6.101 5.798 - .877 - .573
73 12.663 11.790 12.313 .873 .351
74 - .996 - .576 - .508 - .420 - .488
75 -5.381 -6.597 -6.885 1.216 1.504
76 9.959 11.918 10.905 -1.958 - .946
77 2.525 3.421 4.105 - .896 -1.580
78 5.508 6.466 6.670 - .959 -1.624

A better example is the waqe equation. Gross waRe per labourer (LPM) is
explained by the price of private consumption (PC), productivity in-
crease (VA-A) and the increase in the unemployment rate (4w).
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PC (VA-A) 4w ~

OLS 1.062 .534 -1.074 2.479 R2 - .988
t: (6.96) (2.68) (-1.35) (2.12)
HS 1.056 .592 -1.088 2.240 R2COS - .979
LHS (1.029) ( .552) (-1.728) (2.193) R2SIN - .976
RHS (1.083) ( .612) (- .928) (2.440)

The residuals of both results are given in figure (III.2.1).

Here too the HS-results are in the 2a-interval of the OLS results,

Although there are only two examples given here, other experi-
ments showed that the approximations are reasonable but can be improved

upon. This could be done by using another optímization routine~) or by

using a stronger críterium in the existing one.

(ii) In this example it is assumed tha[ gross wage per labourer depends
on the expectation of the variables mentioned above and on the expectat-

ion for the increase in total pressure on wages (PTLN), The result is

LPM - 2.236 f 1.070 PC~ f.497(VA-A)~ f,309 (pPTLN)~ - 1.106(Aw)~
(2.036) (1.016) (.457) ( .289) (-1.186)
(2.43h) (1.123) (.557) (.329) (-1.112)

~
dPC - .073(PC-PC~)dt

(.075)
(.072)

~
d(VA-A) - .167 ((VA-A)-(VA-A)~)dt

( .167)
(.164)

~
d(APTLN ) - ,118(APTLN-APTLN~)dt

( .120)
(.117)

R2COS - .971 R2SIN - .974 e - -.014

ti ~
d(4w) ~ ~~

dt - -167(~w-~w )

( .173)
(.164)

~) For this reason the NAG library was ordered for the PDP 11~45 and
could be used in the future.



- OLS
----- - si~ulation
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The results and the residuals are given in table (III.2.2) as HS(S).

(iii) In this example a differential wage equation with the same explan-

atory variables as Ln the last example is estimated.

dLPM - --351LPM f .375PC~~- .162(VA-A)~ f .021(OPTLN)~ - .457(Aw)~ t .986
dt

(-.354) (.368) (.142)
(-.349) (.374) (.182)

(.016) (-.458) (.939)
(.025) (-.429) (1.033)

~
dPC - .081(PC-PC~)dt

~
d(VA-A) - .146((VA-A)-(VA-A)~)dt

(.081) (.147)
(.081) (.146)

~
d(4PTLN) - .224(APTLN-4PTLN~)dt

(.229)
(.219)

~ ~
d(Aw) ~ ~~

dt - -160(~w-Aw )

(.161)

(.158)

R2COS - .976 R2SIN - .975 e - -.030

The results and the residuals are given in table (III.2.2) as HS(D).

From the table we see that, althouQh the R2COS and the R2SIN are nearly

the same, there are remarkable differences per year. However, only in

one year (1962) the siRns of the residuals are opposite.

TARLE IIL2.2.

YEAR DATA HS(S)

1954 8.967 10.012

55 8.948 7.624

56 8.775 5.928

57 11.775 8.774

58 4.403 5.550

59 2.369 6.472

HS(D) 1-2 1-3

10.066 -1.045 -1.099
8.580 1.324 .368

6.608 2.847 2.167

8.846 3.001 2.929

4.836 -1.147 - .433

6.500 -4.103 -4.131
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1960 8.145 8.572 8.736 - .427 - .591
61 7.236 6.278 7,026 .958 .208
62 5.872 5.656 6.140 ,216 - .268
63 8.963 9.342 9.284 - .379 - .321
64 14.947 13.362 12.850 1.i85 2.097
65 11.144 9.872 10,252 1.272 .892
66 10.973 9.964 9.936 1.009 1.037
67 8.767 8.376 8.428 .391 .339
68 8.872 9.366 9.058 - .494 - .186
69 13.434 12.716 12.316 .718 1.118

1970 13.224 11.360 11.482 1.834 1.742
71 13.133 12.960 12.908 .173 .225
72 12.589 13.624 13.124 -1.035 - .535
73 15.589 15.912 15.478 - .323 .110
74 15.670 13.444 13.456 2.226 2.214
75 12.812 13.628 13.350 - .816 - .538
76 10.990 14.504 14.576 -3.514 -3.586
77 8.294 10.142 10,956 -1.848 -2.662
78 7.209 8.402 9.052 -1.193 -1.843
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IV. Concluding remarks

I. The relations implemented cover a wide range of models used in ap-

plied econometrics and in a number of cases the estimations obtained

have desirable properties from a statistical point of view.

2. Of course a number of traditional models can more easily be estimated

usíng the traditíonal package on a digital computer but with respect to
models with several expectations variables as explanatory variables the
program has a number of possibilities which are usually not ímplemented.

3. Wíth respect to time continuous models the possíbility of univariate
estimation is of interest. Especially because it is possible to estimate
the univariate specification directly where the methods suggested in the
literature need more complicated approximations. Complicated here means

that the model has to be transformed to obtain an estimable specificat-

ion. A more careful comparison of the different methods is however

necessary to obtain more information on the ins and outs of the method
suggested here.

4. Because the hybrid computer works in continuous time and because of
the calculation components it contains ít is evident that its possibili-
ties lie in the construction of time continuous models.

5. Although we have suggested some possibilities with respect to data
continuation a more detailed study is necessary to give a solid foundat-
ion for practical purposes.

6. From the practical applications it is clear that although the results
are reasonable, an improvement of the optimization routine, would most
likely lead to better results.

7. The (improved) residuals and other output should be used to program a
number of statistical tests like t-values for the coefficients, F-sta-
tistics etc. The user would then have a total package for a wide range

of models.

8. In the appendíx the computer program and a users "manual" is given.
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APPENDIX

The appendix is available on request.

It contains a descrip[ion of the interactive part of the program and the

output, it also contains the digital routines and the patching,
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